Creativity is one of the most highly debated topics in translation not only because of how it relates to authorship but also because of the unavoidable cultural ramifications and the business implications for all the parties involved. Identifying the parameters within which creative translation operates in entertainment media requires a complex process that comprises a large amount of variables beyond the linguistic ones. Semiotics is suggested as a robust analytical tool to study the layering of meaning-making in entertainment products, in other words, their polysemioticity. Multimedia interactive entertainment software (MIES), a. k. a. video games, adds levels of complexity never seen before in translation due to their functional requirements. In order to identify the features that separate other entertainment products from MIES, this article analyses also the translation of novels, comics and films. The concept of playability is utilised as a way of isolating the pragmatic challenges of video game localisation.
Introduction
Creativity in translation can only be judged following the specific criteria of the product and the task in hand which includes a large amount of variables such as source text, receiving culture, expected readership, client specifications, etc. When referring to the translation of entertainment media such as comics, films and video games, creativity is vital and simplistic approaches that ignore co-creation are likely to produce lacklustre products for receivers around the world. In multimedia interactive entertainment software (MIES), linguistic, visual, acoustic and tactile signs are intertwined to create unique playing experiences for players in their main target market.
However, this closely-knit polysemiotic world may result in many loose ends when only some of the signs in the different semiotic layers involved are considered for localisation (Bernal-Merino 2016b) . The implication for creators and players is that the game "does not achieve unicity in all languages, it does not become a super-sign for an unparalleled playing experience because the cohesiveness between and amongst the layers of semiosis is disjointed or completely broken" (ibid., 249). Some may recite the facile refrain about how meaning is necessarily 'lost in translation' and even more so in creative texts but, as we will explore in this article, it does not have to be the case as internationally popular products such as Game of Thrones (2011-present) , The Bridge (2011 Bridge ( -2015 , Asterix (1959-present) , Pokémon (1996-present), and Tomb Raider (1996-present) show.
Part of the challenge in the translation of multimedia entertainment arises from the commercial imperative to maintain the illusion that a product remains the same. Yet, given that the localisation process requires a varied team of professionals focused on each of their target locales, each localised version is necessarily different. A compelling creation is akin a wellformulated theory, a persuasive vision of an imagined world, a captivating organisation of known and unknown characteristics. Co-creation and sharedauthorship within the framework of glocalisation (Bernal-Merino 2016a) can reduce the mistakes of the previous decades (Chandler and Deming 2012) .
In the new framework, the initial creators (writers, designers, actors, etc.) become the leaders of the worldwide project because they forge such creation for their own community. Localisers, then, are the author-followers that 'apply the same theory' to flesh out for their culturo-linguistic community an equally absorbing world. In the current age of global simultaneous shipment (sim-ship) of video games, this is even more the case because companies with worldwide ambitions must execute production and localisation in parallel (Bernal-Merino 2015) . Whereas the sim-ship model can be less attainable for other industries, leading MIES companies are making it their main strategy in order to outperform competitors, not only for global market supremacy but also for survival. This focus places creativity in localisation at the centre of the equation for the game industry.
When creativeness is mentioned in translation debates, there is often a degree of fear because it seems to imply that translators have to take illicit liberties with the source text. There is also an element of confusion about how creativity relates to authorship and the intersection between authorship and copyright, so it is worth clarifying these concepts before we progress.
The translation of creative products cannot be achieved without matching the creative flows found in such products. Therefore, creativity is an indicator of authorship; the terms imply each other and target texts benefit from the creative minds of both authors and translators. The issue about copyright and royalties is a legal one and it remains in the hands of the business entities that negotiate the commission. It does not question the creativity of translators ontologically. In other words, while it is clear that translators depend on an initial product in order to translate, it is equally evident that authors depend on talented translators in order to exploit foreign markets. Authors and publishers would gladly eliminate this step if they could, but selling multimedia entertainment products abroad requires more gifted authorship than selling goods such as pens. This is due to the fact that recreational products are polysemiotic artefacts. They are designed to trigger emotions through a symphony of signs. These multichannel signs are the ones that need to be orchestrated by creators and localisers. Game companies apply different localisation practices depending on budgets, local legislation and the notoriety of the talent involved, but the ontological relationship between authors and translators needs to be horizontal to make the sim-ship model work. The business relationship, however, tends to be subservient because it is the copyright-holder who establishes legal rights and pecuniary gains (Sadek 2012 Audiovisual translations research has rightly place an emphasis on the multimodality of the task. In video game localisation, semiotic and pragmatic tools (Bernal-Merino 2016b) seem to be the most efficient at identifying the complexities of multimedia interactive entertainment. Such complexities correlate with the activation of cross-sensory neural networks in the brain that help construct meaning but this is a topic for another article.
Every work of genius originates its own reality striking a delicate balance between known and unknown elements. Similarly, in translation, such equilibrium is achieved combining domestication and foreignisation strategies (Eco 1979 and 2004) .Translators assess the source text and render it in the way that better fits new readers (Iser 1980 That this is an 'imaginary' world does not give him any right to remodel it according to his fancy, even if he could in a few months create a new coherent structure which it took me years to work out.
[…]. I will not have any more Hompen (in which I was not consulted), nor any Hobbel or what not. Elves, Dwarves, Trolls, yes: they are mere modern equivalents of the correct terms. But hobbit and orc are of that world, and they must stay, whether they sound Dutch or not. (Carpenter and Tolkien 1995, 250) Apart from exerting his power as an author, he makes a valid point about the translation of neologisms that applies to names, branding and even copyright. Some linguistic items belong so deeply in the imagined-world or have already spread throughout fan bases that translation can be detrimental.
This is the case of internationally known names such as Asterix, Superman, Don Quixote or Siddharta. Tolkien did however believe that creative translation is always possible, and it is down to the translator to turn it into a success. In another letter, he wrote about his own translation into modern English of the 14 th C. poem Perle:
I never agreed to the view of scholars that the metrical form was almost impossibly difficult to write in, and quite impossible to render in modern English. NO scholars (or, nowadays, poets) have any experience in composing themselves in exacting meters. I made up a few stanzas in the meter to show that composition in it was not at any rate 'impossible' (though the result might today be thought bad). (Carpenter and Tolkien 1995, 317) Bilingual writer-translators have no doubts regarding the translatability of their creative texts: "I believe that the translation of my own work fully captures and recreates its original vitality and artistry", wrote ChineseAustralian poet Yu (2012, 3) . The fact that authors can make such statement implies that the translatability of creative texts is achievable and that it can match vigour and skilfulness. Yet having two originals can produce theoretical and ontological oxymora, as well as some legal issues unless the concept of original can be made more pliable and in line with our complex reality. According to Sherman and Bently (1999, 12) Since no author can be knowledgeable about all other languages and cultures, their role expands into becoming leaders of the global project, and so they must enlighten translators to facilitate the rendition of the nuances. This is why Günter Grass, German Nobel Prize winner in literature in 1999, used to meet with his translators (Briegleb 2013 We are fortunate enough to have some of the finest translators and lyricists around the world who take the English version of our films and adapt it to their local cultures. They understand the local sensitivities as well as the comedy of the region, so that they can really take the script and take it to that culture so that they can relate to it the way we relate to it in the United States. (Dempsey et al. 1998) The emphasis is to guarantee the consistency not only of what is being said or sung but also of the characters' voices and their full range of expressions.
In order to accomplish that, each of their worldwide offices casts their local characters and then sends the auditions to Burbank, Los Angeles. "By having that one central hub, we are able to make sure that every character around the world has a consistent voice." (ibid.)
It is worth remembering that the co-creation process is constantly utilised in all original productions, where experienced artists are recruited to flesh out a vision. For instance, Phil Collins declared when interviewed about his involvement in Disney's animated picture Tarzan (1999) that they would just tell him that they needed songs about the conflicting feelings of the protagonist. So he would work on his ideas and write songs such as "Two worlds, one family" and "Son of man" (Collins et al. 1999 ).
Subsequently, composer Mark Mancina orchestrated the songs adding variations to blend it with the different sequences in the film where it would be used. Finally, Collins declared that it was fantastic to work "with a team of very bright people" (ibid.) and admits that he learnt a great deal with this project, also because he sang his songs in several languages. Here are the first three verses of "Son of man" as sang by Collins for the movie: English: Oh, the power to be strong / and the wisdom to be wise / all these things will come to you in time. French: Tout le pouvoir d'être fort / Et la sagesse d'être sage / Un jour tu auras tout ça en toi. German: Oh, das Wissen macht dich stark / gibt dir Kraft, du selbst zu sein / alles andere lernst du mit der Zeit. Spanish: En la fuerza está el poder / en el sabio está el saber / con el tiempo todo llegará. 
Playability in video game localisation
In many cases, the creativity employed in the localisation of video games seem to display little difference with that utilised in literature, comics or films for they all rely mostly on language. Whereas the meter and rhyme has not been equally reproduced, the way the performance delivers the tune is engaging and congenial to the game story in these versions.
Censorship can also be part of localisation in both E-rated and mature games for different reasons. In Animal Crossing (2015), a game rated for all children, "Gracie" (a fashionista Giraffe) and "Saharah" (a carpetselling camel) were changed from 'effeminate males' in the Japanese version to female characters in the US and EU versions. Similarly, in
Wolfenstein: The New Order (2014), a first-person shooter for adults, all Nazi reference were replaced by an imaginary 'regime' so symbols where changed and text was rewritten for the German version due to the law of the land:
US English: The Nazis are shooting down our planes. German: Die Regime-Truppen schießen unsere Flugzeuge ab.
The translation of neologisms, wordplay, humour, lyricism, intertextuality, cultural references, and historical events affect all entertainment media companies with global ambitions. There are only three characteristics that distinguish video games from other entertainment products: the sim-ship release model, the centralised modularity of MIES, and the imperative of playability. These will be explained in the following paragraphs.
The development costs of triple A video game titles are so high that being successful in many countries and beating copycats with rapid global releases are business priorities; video games are highly perishable entertainment products. This creates the sim-ship imperative which forces game companies to create workflows that allow for concurrent production and localisation. The second differentiator is the centralised modularity of MIES which enables small changes and parallel working, i. e., each programmatic routine can be altered without disturbing the others. This is essential to allow for country and user customisation. Finally, the third aspect that distinguishes game localisation from other translation practices is that game localisation requires a focus on playability due to the interactive nature of the game-machine (Bernal-Merino 2016b became 'aubergine', 'binky' turned into 'dummy', 'pants' changed into 'trousers' and so on. This was seen as essential for young non-US players who were unable to complete the game before the release of the UK version.
Linguistically speaking, this may seem similar to the changes made in the American edition of the Harry Potter books, but the pragmatic dimension is different. Without integrating 'playability' in the localisation workflow, the game causes players to fail which may mean that the product itself fails outside of its main market.
William Barnes, head of localisation services at Blizzard Entertainment, stated at the GDC Localization Summit that "English is not a special case! English is just another language!" (Barnes et al. 2013) . He continued by saying that "[as] localisation professionals, we need to think beyond just translation, and start acting as the voice of global interests within our team" (ibid.). In order to achieve this, the workflow changed from mono-to bi-directional so that the communication between designers, writers, programmers and localisation teams across countries is constant.
Bashkim Leka, Head of Localisation at ArenaNet, shares this vision and strategy confirming that they "check centrally that, for the English original and the localisation languages, all steps are carried out in exactly the same way" (Leka et al. 2014) . Playability is maintained because the entertainment value of games depends greatly on helping players to make the right decisions, regardless of the language they are using. of Nostradamus. In these riddles, players have to pick up the clues that will take them to the right location within the three-dimensional virtual world in order to unlock each secret glyph.
Lowly sinners, as each we are, Aspire to the domed heav'ns. Fickle fate points beyond, Where a supine city Beckons.
Pobres pecadores, cada uno de nosotros que aspiramos a la bóveda celestial. Más allá, las volubles señales del destino, donde una ciudad indolente nos llama.
In this case, the glyph is by the weather-vane on the top of a domed building somewhat far from the house where the riddle was discovered. Side-quests like these may not be essential to finish the main game but they help add points that grant access to more features and adventures. It is understandably frustrating for players not to be able to complete such quests because of a localisation that did not integrate playability.
Other riddles do stop the game until solved and require accurate agreement amongst linguistic, graphic and acoustic assets, which places a higher demand on localisation due to the imperative of playability. A classic example of the need for playability in localisation can be found in Monkey
Island 2: LeChuck's Revenge (1991) . The player has to guess that in order to enter the house of Rum Rogers, he must hypnotise a piano-playing monkey by putting a banana in its metronome. Then use the animal as a 'monkey wrench' (US English for 'spanner'), which enables him to close the pipe that feeds the waterfall covering the underground passage to the house. In conclusion, given the aforementioned examples, the main difference in creative game localisation is the one that can interrupt play; therefore playability needs to be factored in to guarantee that players can enjoy the game without throwing a 'monkey wrench' in the works.
Conclusion
This article combines translation examples from various multimedia entertainment industries in order to identify similarities and differences between them and video game localisation. The concept of co-creation, commonly used by entertainment industries, is utilised to draw parallels with the contribution of translators to the success of such products abroad. The self-translating authors and the global success of the creations reviewed in this article evidence that localising highly creative products is not only possible but a regular affair in the entertainment industries. Polysemiotic consistency contributes to the precision of localisation and allows for compensation mechanisms because the information available on each semiotic layer can be brought to bear differently while adequately to the content of the game. Video games uniquely add the pragmatic effects of interactivity to the polysemioticity found in entertainment media. The playability of games should not change from one language version to another, i. e., the conversation between the game-machine and players should not break down because of poor localisation. Video game creators and localisers co-create enjoyable versions in order to achieve semiotic unicity and equivalent playability. 
